
LUXURY BENALMADENA VILLAS WITH SEA VIEWS
 Benalmadena

REF# BEMD2457 €1,900,000

BEDS

4

BATHS

4

BUILT

535.0 m²

PLOT

659.0 m²

TERRACE

208.0 m²

Embrace a lifestyle of comfort, style, and practicality in these truly special luxury Benalmadena villas with
sea views, offering a rare blend of sophistication and tranquillity. With just 10 exclusive residences, each
villa showcases stunning contemporary interiors and private infinity swimming pools, creating a serene
atmosphere.

Enjoying a prime location, these Mediterranean-inspired homes are meticulously designed with an eye for
detail, offering four generously sized bedrooms, four bathrooms and private swimming pools positioned to
the southwest, providing abundant natural light and captivating views.

Inside, open-plan layouts flood with natural light, thanks to expansive windows that effortlessly blend indoor
and outdoor living. Contemporary kitchens make cooking and entertaining a joyous experience, with state-
of-the-art appliances and ample space for culinary creativity to flourish. Meanwhile, the generous terraces
invite you to soak in captivating views of the sea, offering a daily spectacle of awe-inspiring sunsets that
elevate the living experience to extraordinary levels.
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The privileged position provides a peaceful retreat from the hustle and bustle of daily life. The villas promise
a unique living experience that seamlessly blends work and leisure, offering a private bespoke social hub
and leisure facilities designed to maximise enjoyment of the beautiful climate, with every aspect tailored to
elevate your comfort and well-being.

This exclusive residential complex is situated in Benalmadena, a vibrant coastal town with a stunning
marina, prestigious schools, and excellent dining options. It provides easy access to Malaga and
neighbouring towns including Fuengirola, while it is just a quick 20-minute drive to Marbella. With attractions
like beaches, shopping centres, golf courses, and the spectacular Paloma Park nearby, a diverse range of
leisure options awaits just moments away.

Don’t miss out on the opportunity to experience the beauty and luxury of these gorgeous villas. Contact us
today for more information and to take the first step toward securing your dream home in Benalmadena.
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